DATED MARCH 5, 1993, SHEETS T-13009-D7 TO T-13009-D18.

FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION AS-BUILT DRAWINGS

LEGEND:
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SUBSTATION
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LINE LENGTH = 11.81 MILES
172 POLES

LICENSED OWNERSHIP STARTS AT SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SECTION 31, TOWNSHIP 17 SOUTH, RANGE 32 EAST, STATION 87+42.33 313.87 FT WEST OF POLE 481 PER FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION AS-BUILT DRAWINGS DATED MARCH 5, 1993, SHEETS T-13009-D7 TO T-13009-D18.
LEGEND:

- TRANSMISSION LINE
- WOODEN / STEEL / STEEL TOWER (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED)
- POLE NUMBER
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- TRANSMISSION LINE

LINE LENGTH = 4.19± MILES
79 POLES